duo mondo
“duo mondo” presents you a programme including the most well-known and
beautiful arias and the most splendid art-songs.
A journey, touching. inspiring and sensual
Enjoy the moment when poetry and compostion melt into one-another. The
virtuosity and intimacy of our performance will touch you!

Short biography of Martina Rudolph

Short biography of David Grant

Born in Hamburg, Martina Rudolph studied singing at
the "Sängerakademie Hamburg" under Helga Samson.
After a three-year pedagogic education at the FSP in
Hamburg and a two-year additional training as a
psychotherapeutic body therapist, she now works freelance since 1992. She has given guest performances
and concerts in Germany, Italy (Ravello, Naples, Rome,
Praiano), Spain (CD "La Brasa"), Japan and South
Africa. She is touring also together with David Grant as
“Duo Mondo”.

David Grant was born in Pretoria, South Africa. He
was awarded a Masters' of Music with distinction at
the University of Cape Town. As a national chambermusic prize-winner he left South Africa and began
postgraduate studies in vocal accompaniment at the
„Hochschule für Musik und Theater Hannover“ which
he concluded with distinction. A subsequent post as
instrumental accompanist followed there before he
became a repetiteur in the voice department at the
„Hightscool for Music and Theater Rostock“. He has
accompanied masterclasses of Cecelia Bartoli, Brigitte
Fassbaender, Dame Gwyneth Jones, Daniel Ferro,
Ingrid Kremling, Klesie Kelly and Martina Rudolph.

Martina Rudolph teaches throughout Europe and
presents masterclasses for vocal technique and artistic
presentation nationally and abroad.
Voice category: Spinto
Repertoire: Her versatile skills span all genres such
as opera, art-song, oratorio, operetta, including light
music and jazz.

more auditions see:
www.martina-rudolph.de

He worked as a repetiteur at the Hamburg State
Opera, the ZBF Agency and accompanied the
participants in the „International Competition for
Wagner Voices“ in Straßburg (1997) and Bayreuth
(2003). Since September 2006 he is a repetiteur at
„Theater Vorpommern“ in Stralsund/ Greifswald (GER)
and is touring u.a with Martina Rudolph as “Duo
Mondo”.

